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Businesses today have become brutally aware for the need for backup and disaster recovery. No matter 

their size - whether small SMBs, medium-size companies or large enterprises, most businesses know 

they need to restore their critical systems and data rapidly, in a matter of minutes, in order to minimize 

the impact of lost productivity. Disk-based disaster recovery addresses these concerns and enables 

businesses to recover from a catastrophic failure in minutes, rather than days.  

Maximizing business continuity, while minimizing business disruption, can be especially challenging for 

small and medium sized businesses following a server failure. Resources are limited, so there isn't a lot 

of help to get systems back online. Having a server out of commission is never pleasant, but the 

consequences of business disruption are grimmer for SMBs than they are for large enterprises that can 

disperse the effect of a server meltdown.  

That's why it's vitally important to keep your Recovery Time Objective (RTO) at a level that helps you 

avoid the serious consequences of a break in the flow of your daily business. Your RTO is the maximum 

amount of time your systems can be out of commission - from when a disruption occurs to the moment 

your system is available again. Minimizing your RTO helps you avoid the consequences of a long-term 

break in business continuity.  

The solution is a scalable plan that allows customers a way to purchase a managed solution without 

prepayment of traditional software licenses. Leveraging Storagecraft's Shadowprotect for MSPs and PNS 

Cloud, you have the options to create a disaster recovery plan that fits your needs for onsite and offsite 

backup and recovery. PNS BDR (Storagecraft + PNS Cloud) gives you the flexible options you need to 

simplify your backup and disaster recovery.  

 

Why is Disaster Recovery So Difficult? 

Over the past several years, many businesses have migrated from tape-based backup systems to disk-

based backup. Tape systems tend to be difficult to manage and much slower than disk-based systems 

for backup and recovery. In addition to disk-based backup systems being much more affordable than 

tape systems, failure rates on tape are staggering. Almost 60-70% of tape restores fail when you need 

them the most.  

When your RTO is hours, not days, you must have a disk-based disaster recovery solution. The fastest 

tape solutions cannot compete with even the slowest disk-based system for recovery time. When you 

need rapid disaster recovery, disk-based solutions are the way to go.  
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The problem with disk-based solutions is stability. While the cost for disk-based solutions has drastically 

dropped, the stability of disk has not increased. Wise administrators prepare for that eventuality and 

anticipate how they will recover when that drive failure occurs. When, not if. 

Another issue in disaster recovery is time. Even with increased disk speeds, restoring a server is still a 

time consuming process. Traditionally IT Administrators must repair the server, reinstall the operating 

system, reinstall applications and then add the data from backups, if they are available. The process of 

rebuilding a server can take days, much more time than your business can afford to lose.  

 

Simplify Your Backup and Recovery. 

Data is your most valuable resource as a business. Every business relies on its servers to conduct day to 

day operations. Not only do you need access to your applications, but you need access to the 

information on your servers. Extended downtime brings your business to a halt.  

Managing your backups needs to be a straightforward process, without consuming all your time. IT 

administrators do not have the extra hours, away from their regular duties to spend monitoring and 

managing their backup and recovery process. Backup technology must be simple and easy to manage.  

PNS BDR leverages the ease and simplicity of Storagecraft Shadowprotect to take point in time backup 

images of your servers. It allows you to recover your system in minutes to the same hardware, similar 

hardware, different hardware altogether, or combine your backups with PNS Cloud for in the cloud 

recovery. Shadowprotect is a complete backup and recovery solution for your servers, application and 

data. Your backups will run, in the background, without impacting everyday business or throughput 

speeds.  

Single file and folder recovery is an easy process of mounting a point in time image and copying the files 

or folders you need restored. There is no longer the need to hunt down the correct tape, index and scan 

the tape to make sure it has the data you need, then run a restore and hope that the files restore 

correctly.  

Shadowprotect and your point in time images can even help facilitate migrating your server to new 

physical hardware, or to cloud based services, with minimal downtime. The flexibility of your disaster 

recovery process will ensure a much lower RTO and much less time spent, managing your backup 

systems.  
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PNS BDR provides fast and reliable disaster recovery, data protection and system migration to get 
servers online as quickly as possible. 

 
PNS BDR provides the following benefits: 

 
- Rapid recovery from bare metal, to dissimilar hardware or to and from virtual 

environments. 

- Granular recovery of individual files and folders in moments. 
- Automatic backup of SQL, Exchange and other critical applications. 
- Simplified migration to new Windows servers. 

- Scheduler for automatic full and incremental backups. 
- Integrated backup administration from a management console. 
- Automatically consolidate backup image files. 

- Verification and re-verification of backup images. 
- VirtualBoot technology for quick failover to a virtual server. 
- Converter tool to convert to .VHD or .VMDK. 
- Offsite storage of your backup images 
- Cloud Server recovery in case of catastrophic disaster or failure 
- Monitoring and management of your disaster recovery process 

 
The flexible recovery options in PNS BDR allow you to improve your Recovery Time Objective (RTO) 
by reducing the time your systems and data are off-line. Minimizing your RTO helps you avoid the 
consequences of a break in business continuity, which in turn, helps you to maximize profits. 

 

Save Time 

Minimize the required time to restore your server systems and data. Restore an entire server system 

with bare metal recovery, migrate to new hardware, or quickly browse to specific files and folders to 

perform granular recovery of your data. 

Save Money 

Get your business back up and running in a matter of minutes, rather than hours. Every minute lost in 

recovery is income and productivity lost. Minimize recovery time windows and you maximize your 

profits.  

Save Storage Space 

Consolidate backup image stores to simplify management and minimize the amount of disk space 

required for system backups.  
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Use the Cloud 

With PNS Cloud your backup images are stored, consolidated and safe, offsite. In the case of a 

catastrophic server failure, there is no need to wait on new hardware, power on your backup images in 

the cloud and get back up and running.  

Priority Network Solutions cares about your business and your data. Our engineers will audit your 

servers and network infrastructure to put together a disaster recovery plan that meets the needs of your 

business. We’ll work with your staff to ensure that in the case of a disaster, your business is back up and 

running as quick as possible and within acceptable RTO. 

 

For Addition Information 

For additional information, visit us at www.1nsolutions.com, or email us at sales@1nsolutions.com.  
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